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The	contents	of	this	session	
	

1.	Frequency	effects	–	what’s	it	all	about...?	
2.	What	kinds	of	frequency	effects	are	there?	
3.	High	frequency	effects	and	low	frequency	effects		
4.	‘Tiny-word-based	effects’	(word-reduction)	and	segmental-category-type	effects	
5.	What’s	really	at	issue?	

Frequency	effects	–	what’s	it	all	about...?	
	

Here’s	a	possible	definition	of	‘frequency	effect’	for	our	purposes:	
	

• a	phenomenon	which	is	relevant	to	phonology	in	some	way,	the	patterning	of	which	
is	constrained	by	lexical	token	frequency		

	
In	such	things,		
	

• the	patterning	of	a	phonological	phenomenon	is	claimed	to	be	affected	by	the	
differential	frequency	of	use	of	words	in	which	the	phonological	environment	
required	by	the	phonological	phenomenon	is	found	

	
	
One	thing	to	be	clear	about:	
	

• we’re	talking	about	token	frequency	–	not	type	frequency	
	

o token	frequency	is	sometimes	called	text	frequency	
	

o that	is,	it’s	referring	to	the	frequency	of	occurrence	in	texts	
	
Type	frequency	refers	to	the	number	of	distinct	entries	in	the	lexicon	that	feature	a	
particular	structure,	whereas	token	frequency	refers	to	language	use.	



To	exemplify...	
• one	famous	count	for	English	was	done	by	Fry	(1947),	[here	from	Taylor	(2012)]	
	

Token	frequency	effects,	driven	by	the	frequency	of	use	of	items	have	been	claimed	to	
exist	in	both	synchronic	and	diachronic	phonology.	
	
In	a	sense,	people	have	‘always’	known	(‘obviously’)	about	such	things...	
	

goodbye		 <		 god	by	with	you	
hiya		 	 <		 how	are	you	

	
Stampe	(1979)	points	out	that	that	this	kind	of	thing	can	be	live	in	variation:	
	

• I	don’t	know	can	reduce	to	[ãõ̯nõũ̯]	
	

• I	dent	noses	cannot	reduce	like	this	
	
This	kind	of	lexicalisation	of	reduced	forms	(Kiparsky	2016)	only	occurs	to	highly	
frequent	strings	
	

• it’s	sporadic	(unpredictable?)	and	can	be	accounted	for	in	any	model	
	
	
	
	
	



Other	claims	have	been	made	that	with	more	far-reaching	potential	importance.	
	
As	soon	as	the	neogrammarians’	exceptionlessness	hypothesis	was	proposed,	it	was	
argued	to	be	mistaken	
	

• Schuchardt	(1885)	wrote:	“The	greater	or	lesser	frequency	in	the	use	of	individual	
words	that	plays	such	a	prominent	role	in	analogical	formation	is	also	of	great	
importance	for	their	phonetic	transformation,	not	within	rather	small	differences,	
but	within	significant	ones.	Rarely-used	words	drag	behind;	very	frequently	used	
ones	hurry	ahead.	Exceptions	to	the	sound	laws	are	formed	in	both	groups.”	

	

o this	expresses	the	basic	frequency	argument:	words	behave	differently	in	
phonological	changes	according	to	how	frequently	speakers	use	them	

	

o this	is	an	inherently	lexically-specific	factor	–	frequency	of	use	is	not	driven	by	
phonological	factors	

	
	
Recent	work,	with	roots	in	the	1970s,	but	starting	really	in	the	2000s,	has	picked	this	
up	and	run	with	it.	
	

	Phillips	(2006)	uses	Coronal	Stop	Deletion	as	a	basic	example	of	a	frequency	effect	
	

• in	Dutch	and	(American	and	some	other	varieties	of)	English,	there	is	variation	
between	realisations	of	words	like	those	below,	in	which	forms	with	a	final	coronal	
stop	following	another	consonant	occur	alongside	forms	without	the	coronal	stop:	

	

	
• for	English,	the	Coronal	Stop	Deletion	(CSD)	rule	can	be	seen	as:	t,d	®	Ø	/	C__#	
	

• in	Dutch,	the	rule	can	be	seen	as:	t	®	Ø	/	s,x__#	
	

o what’s	so	interesting	about	that...?	
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Bybee!and!Phillips!both!use!Coronal!Stop!Deletion!as!a!clear!example!of!a!frequency!effect!
• in!several!languages,!including!(American)!English,!there!is!variation!between!realisations!

of!words!like!those!below,!in!which!forms!with!a!final!coronal!stop!following!another!
consonant!occur!alongside!forms!without!the!coronal!stop:!
!
English:!
told! [toʊld]! [toʊl]!
held! [hɛld]! [hɛl]!
felt! [fɛlt]! [fɛl]!
built! [bɪlt]! [bɪl]!
sent! [sɛnt]! [sɛn]!
meant! [mɛnt]! [mɛn]!
lent! [lɛnt]! [lɛn]!
kept! [kɛpt]! [kɛp]!
slept! [slɛpt]! [slɛp]!
left! [lɛft]! [lɛf]!
lost! [lɑst]! [lɑs]!

!

Dutch:!!
kiest! [kiːst]! [kiːs]!
danst! [dɑnst]! [dɑns]!
wast! [wɑst]! [wɑs]!
wist! [wɪst]! [wɪs]!
moest! [muːst]! [muːs]!
buigt! [bœyxt]! [bœyx]!
lacht! [lɑxt]! [lɑx]!
bracht! [brɑxt]! [brɑx]!
krijgt! [krɛixt]! [krɛix]!
vliegt! [fliːxt]! [fliːx]!
mocht! [mɔxt]! [mɔx]!
zegt! [zɛxt]! [zɛx]

!
The!effect!of!word!frequency!can!be!seen!in!such!data!as!the!following!(from!Phillips,!2006),!
showing!which!words!show!the!deletion!of!word!final![t]!or![d]!
• in!the!English!data,!the!rule!is:!t,d!→!ø!/!C__#!
• in!the!Dutch!data,!the!rule!is:!t!→!ø!/!s,x__#!
o the!changes!involved!are!the!introduction!of!these!variable!processes!

!

!



The	interest	lies	in	the	correlation	of	the	commonness	of	deletion	in	particular	words	
and	the	frequency	with	which	those	words	are	used,	as	in	the	following	data	(from	
Phillips,	2006)	
	

• the	zeros	imply	that	some	words	may	not	undergo	CSD	at	all	
	

• CELEX	=	a	frequency	database	from	the	Centre	for	Lexical	Information,	based	on	a	
corpus	of	17.9	million	words	(16.6	million	from	written	texts;	1.3	million	from	dialogue)	

	

o the	figures	for	frequency	given	here	are	‘raw	word	form	frequencies’	=	the	number	
of	times	each	words	occurs	in	the	CELEX	corpus	
	

	

The	claim	is	that:		
• once	phonological	
environment	is	
considered	–	there	
is	a	frequency	effect	

 

	More	detailed	data	for	Dutch	
CSD	(also	from	Phillips,	2006)	
shows	a	gradient	correlation,	at	
least	for	the	environment	/x	__		
	

• we	would	expect,	if	frequency	
really	is	driving	this:	

	

o the	frequency	with	which	
different	words	are	used	
increases	gradually	

	

o the	proportion	of	deletion	
fundamentally	should	follow	
this	gradual	increase		
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



CELEX	frequency	counts	for	first	20	of	the	words	that	in	Phillips’	(2006)	list	are	as	follows:	
• frequency	increases	gradually	
	

	

Percentage	deletion	of	/t/	in	those	same	words:	
• deletion	increases	gradually	
	
	



It	seems	that	there	is	a	fair	correlation	between	the	frequency	with	which	words	are	
used	by	speakers	and	how	susceptible	coronal	stops	are	to	deletion	
	

• it	seems	that	something	which	is	specific	to	individual	lexical	items	–	their	frequency	
of	occurrence	–	influences	the	extent	to	which	(or	perhaps	even	whether)	they	are	
involved	in	a	change	

	

• this	can	be	seen	as	evidence	for	a	frequency	effect	in	contemporary	variation,		
which	linguists	like	Phillips	and	Bybee	argue	can	be	extrapolated	to		
understand	the	patterning	of	phonology	more	general,	and	also	the		
patterning	of	phonological	change	

	

Syncope	in	English		
	

Bybee/Hooper	has	argued	many	times	that	the	behaviour	of	syncope	in	English	is	
also	constrained	by	frequency	
• in	this	syncope,	[ə]	is	deleted	in	certain	prosodic	and	melodic	environments		
	

Hooper	(1978)	says:	
	

	
	
As	Kiparsky	(2016)	summarises,	the	claim	is	that	frequency	influences	the	extent	to	which	
a	word	undergoes	this	process,	which	is	“more	advanced	in	words	of	higher	frequency	
(such	as	those	just	named)	than	in	words	of	lower	frequency”	(Bybee	2001,	11)	
	

	

The neogrammarian hypothesis nevertheless continues to be questioned on the basis of two
sorts of phenomena. The first is based on variable phonetic realization. The second is based on
word by word phoneme replacement. We take them up in turn.
The more common a word or phrase, the more reduced its pronunciation. The reduction can be

an imperceptible phonetic effect of a few milliseconds, or neutralization to a categorically distinct
pronunciation, as in the often cited example of English vowel syncope (Bybee 2007):

(6) High frequency word: every [∅]
Mid frequency word: memory [∅ ∼ @]
Low frequency word: mammary [@]

SPEAKER-BASED explanations for such frequency effects hold that articulatory targets become
more automatized through use (Bybee 2001, Pierrehumbert 2001, 2002). LISTENER-BASED ex-
planations say that frequent words are more predictable, so speakers can put less effort into their
articulation without risk of being misunderstood (Jurafsky et al. 2001).
In addition to frequency, such variation is sensitive to morphological and phonological factors,

style, social class, gender, etc. All this is entirely compatible with the neogrammarian hypothesis.
Structured variation is not in itself sound change; it can persist for centuries and even millennia.
As a sound change, syncope dates back to Old English, where it was phonologically con-

ditioned by stress and syllable weight, conforming perfectly to the neogrammarian hypothesis
(Sievers-Brunner 1942: §158-159, Campbell 1983). Once we look at the Old English change itself,
rather than at the synchronic variation which it bequeathed to Middle English, and which remains
productive in Modern English, we see that far from falsifying the neogrammarian hypothesis, it
strongly supports it. To test the neogrammarian hypothesis one needs philologically interpreted
textual material from the relevant period, or sociolinguistically aware field work on ongoing sound
change (Labov, Rosenfelder & Fruehwald 2013). After a thousand years, a variation pattern does
not necessarily look like the sound change that originally caused it.
Structure-preserving processes can yield apparent counterexamples to the neogrammarian hy-

pothesis because their isolated outputs can become lexicalized. Many syncopated trisyllabic words
which had no synchronic morphological analysis (marshal, parchment), or lost it (poultry, butler)
are now underlying disyllables. This is still compatible with the neogrammarian hypothesis, for
lexicalization of reduced forms is not sound change, as has always been recognized. In transpar-
ently suffixed words, on the other hand, such as mammary, cursory, generative, temporal, cidery,
buttery, cobblery, clownery, cookery, the morphology gives evidence of their medial vowel even
if it is deleted. Their trisyllabic underlying form can be acquired (“analogically restored”) even
by speakers who have only heard the syncopated form, and remain subject to variable syncope
indefinitely.
A related challenge to the neogrammarian hypothesis is LEXICAL DIFFUSION (Chen & Wang

1975). Its status remains controversial. Many of the instances of lexical diffusion cited in the
literature are frequency effects on variable synchronic reduction processes similar to syncope, and
can be explained the same way. Phillips (2001, 2006, 2013) argues that there are also sound
changes that conversely affect the least frequent words first, as well as sound changes that affect
the members of some word class first. Importantly, these are not reduction processes, and appear to
be always discrete and structure-preserving. Such word-by-word redistribution of phonemes in the
lexicon of a language is what is meant by lexical diffusion in the narrower sense (Labov 1994: 542,

9



Bybee	(2000)	sets	out	some	precise	figures:	
	

202 PHONETIC CHANGE: FREQUENCY IN CONTEXT

resonant is always present, mammary, artillery, cursory, evening (verb + ing). These
three lexical categories range over only two phonemes, since /r/ and syllabic /r/ are
not distinguished phonemically, nor are syllabic /r/ and /ər/. This example shows that
lexical items can have subphonemic detail associated with them. The fact that all three
classes of words have variable pronunciations suggests that an appropriate model of
the lexicon must allow for the representation of ranges of phonetic variation, and
these ranges do not necessarily coincide with traditional or generative phonemes.
The problem is even more severe if, as is extremely likely, there are not just three
classes, but rather there is a continuum of degree of reduction, with each word ex-
hibiting its own range of variation.3 Moreover, the deletion of schwa and the reduc-
tion of the syllabicity of [r] are not separate processes; rather the reduction in all of
these words is one continuous process.

1.3. Word frequency and t/d deletion

The variable deletion of final /t/ and /d/ in English has been well studied in the last
two decades (Labov 1972; Guy 1980; Neu 1980). The factors influencing the dele-
tion of final /t1 or /d/ are phonetic, grammatical, and social:

• Phonetic: final /t/ and /d/ are deleted more often if a consonant follows
in the next word than if a vowel follows.

• Grammatical: final /t/ and /d/ are deleted less often if they function as
the regular past-tense marker; they are deleted more often if they consti-
tute the past-tense suffix in words that also have a vowel change (told,
kept).

• Social: final /t/ and /d/ are deleted more often by younger people,
males, and members of lower social classes (Labov 1972; Neu 1980).

The data analyzed for this study were generously supplied by Otto Santa Ana
from his study of phonological variation in Chicano English speakers of Los Ange-
les (Santa Ana 1991). The speakers used in this study were all native speakers of
English. The values for final /t/ and /d/ were transcribed by Santa Ana from recordings
made in interviews. For this research, 2,000 tokens of final /t/ and /d/ from forty-one

TABLE 9.1. Words Undergoing Reduction at
Differential Rates due to Word Frequency

No Schwa Syllabic [r] Schwa + [r]

every (492) memory (91) mammary (0)
salary (51) artillery (11)
summary (21) summery (0)
nursery.(14) cursory (4)

evening (149) evening (0)
(noun) (verb + ing)

Frequency figures from Francis and Kucera 1982.

“time	and	thyme	are	not	homophones”	
	

Another	example	of	a	relevant	phenomenon	has	been	claimed	by	Gahl	(2008)		
• this	does	not	focus	on	segmental	phenomena,	but	on	the	pronunciation	of	whole	words			
	
The	measurements	involved	consider	the	duration	of	chunks	of	speech	
• such	durations	are	massively	variable	
• Maslowski	(2015)	shows	some	of	this	in	terms	of	variation	in	the	pronunciation	of	the	
phrase	‘I	see’	in	an	elicitation	task:	
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or infrequent (n = 240), occurring 3 times. Words were produced with ultimate stress (n = 216) 

or penultimate stress (n = 192), and they either had a homophone twin (n = 352), or no 

homophone twin (n = 56) (when participant made a contrast in the production condition). 

Additionally, two training-level variables were included, namely condition (i.e. learning through 

perception or production) and test time. The first test sessions took place immediately after 

initial learning, and the second test sessions followed the second training sessions after a week 

delay. Participants learnt each word through either production (n = 240) or perception (n = 240) 

in both of two sessions. Lastly, speech rate was included as an individual-level variable in the 

models, because the number of reduction processes grows as speech rate increases (Lacheret-

Dujour 1991). Speech rate values of I see ranged from 110 msec. to 446 msec. (M = 287.3, SD = 

77.8). Spectrograms of these two extreme durations are shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 below also 

illustrates that speech rate values varied greatly, both intra-speaker and inter-speaker. Random 

factors in the study were participant and item, as they were both randomly selected from the full 

population. 

Model development and statistical analyses were carried out in R, using the lmer 

function of the lme4 package (Bates 2010). Models were built and tested for each of the 

dependent variables word duration, stressed syllable duration, unstressed syllable duration, 

stressed vowel duration, unstressed vowel duration, and log-spectral values (logF1Diff and 

logF2Diff) of full vowels. First, for each dependent variable a full model was built with a 

reduced random effect structure, including all fixed effects for intercept and slope, potential 

fixed effect interactions, and quadratic terms, as well as random effects for intercept and slope. 

Quadratic terms are usually included to indicate if the relationship between the dependent and 

an independent variable increases or decreases over time. In this study, a quadratic term was 

included for speech rate to ascertain whether the impact of speech rate was different in the first 

Figure 6: Spectrograms of the two productions of I see with the most extreme durations in test 

sentences spoken by two different participants. On the left, the shortest production of I see (110 

msec.) is visible; on the right, the longest production of I see is shown (446 msec.). 

!



This	strand	of	work	relevant	here	argues	that	there	are	principles	that	explain	parts	of	
this	variation	
	

• more	frequent	words	are	reduced	more	than	less	frequent	words	
	

o the	shortening	of	frequent	words	is	typically	described	as	reduction	
	
As	Gahl	(2008)	points	out,	this	should	mean	that	words	which	are	typically	
transcribed	as	‘the	same’	will	be	pronounced	differently	
	

• time	 [thaɪm]	 –	high	frequency	=	more	likely	to	reduce	
	

• thyme	 [thaɪm]	 –	low	frequency	 =	less	likely	to	reduce	
	

• for	 [fɔː]	 	 –	high	frequency	=	more	likely	to	reduce	
	

• four	 [fɔː]	 	 –	low	frequency	 =	less	likely	to	reduce	
	

Gahl	(2008)	controls	for	a	range	of	factors	in	a	corpus-based	study	and	argues	that	
this	is,	indeed,	the	case:	
	
	

	
	
	
	

LANGUAGE, VOLUME 84, NUMBER 3 (2008)486

VARIABLE B ! SE t VIF
intercept !0.5247 0.103497 !5.07
low-fq durationb 0.2141 0.2823 0.039524 5.416 1.1004
m-scorec !0.2213 !0.1565 0.073207 !3.023 1.0847
noun proportion 0.1034 0.2178 0.024098 4.292 1.0427
speaking ratef !0.0492 !0.1386 0.020312 !2.422 1.3258
bigram probabilityh !0.0171 !0.1826 0.005315 !3.21 1.3104
pausesg 0.2813 0.1187 0.136587 2.06 1.3447
log frequencyh !0.0297 !0.2471 0.00669 !4.433 1.2581

TABLE 3. Summary of regression model of durations of high-frequency homophones
(N " 220); B " raw unstandardized coefficient, ! " standardized coefficient,

SE " standard error, t " t value, VIF " variance inflation factor.

To what extent might the model overfit the dataset? Bootstrap validation was used
to obtain a corrected R2 to learn the extent to which the model parameters are estimated
to change when the model is based on a different sample. Simulations with 200 bootstrap
runs yielded a corrected R2 of .43, indicating a modest shrinkage of .05 compared to
the uncorrected R2. The only predictor that was retained in all 200 bootstrap runs was
the duration of the homophone twins. The frequency predictor was retained 197 times.
The only other factor that was retained as often as frequency was the proportion of
noun uses, one of the proxy measures for phrase-final lengthening. Bigram probability
and orthographic regularity were also in most of the models (191 and 182 times, respec-
tively). Speaking rate and proportion of prepausal tokens were retained in the majority
of models as well (157 and 151 times, respectively). The most dispensable predictor
was length in letters, which was retained in only 89 runs. This pattern is consistent
with the behavior of these factors in other models of the dataset.

A striking aspect of the model is the small contribution of homophone duration as
a predictor of word duration. Homophones are usually defined as sets of words that
sound alike. Given that definition, one would expect the duration of a word like thyme
to predict the duration of its twin time perfectly. That is not the case. A model containing
homophone duration as the sole predictor accounts for just 19% of the variability in
duration. It is clear that other factors besides a word’s phonemic makeup influence word
duration to a considerable degree. As Table 3 shows, grapheme-phoneme probability
(m-scores), the estimated proportion of noun tokens of an orthographic word (the word’s
‘noun proportion’), speaking rate in the region following the target word, the conditional
probability of the target word given the following word, and the proportion of tokens
immediately preceding pauses all predicted target duration, in the hypothesized manner:
high m-scores, fast speaking rate, and high bigram probability all predict shorter dura-
tions, and high noun proportion and high proportion of prepausal tokens predict longer
durations. Each of these factors is individually significant when all other factors are
in the model, as revealed by a nonsequential ANOVA.

Crucially for the current study, the log frequency of a word was a significant predictor
of word duration when all other factors were controlled for: as frequency increases,
word duration decreases, when other factors are held constant. This effect, while small,
is similar in size to other theoretically important effects on word duration reported in
the literature, such as effects of repetition, associative priming, and contextual predicta-
bility (e.g. Bell et al. 2003, Shields & Balota 1991), and to the effects of the other
factors in the model.

7. DISCUSSION OF REGRESSION MODEL: EFFECTS OF REPETITION AND CHOICE OF OUTCOME

VARIABLE. The regression model suggests that lemma frequency affects word duration
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English	preterites	
	

Practically	all	verbs	in	English	form	their	past	tense	in	a	phonologically	simple	way	
	

I	pay	 I	paid	 I	rub	 I	rubbed	 I	pick	 I	picked	
[peɪ]	 [peɪd]	 [rʌb]	 [rʌbd]	 [pɪk]	 [pɪkt]	 	
	
I	fill	 I	filled		 I	ease	 I	eased	 I	heap	 I	heaped	
[fɪl]	 [fɪld]	 [iːz]	 [iːzd]	 [hiːp]	 [hiːpt]	
	
I	slam	 I	slammed		 I	heave	 I	heaved	 I	miss	 I	missed	
[slam]	 [slamd]		 [hiːv]	 [hiːvd]	 [mɪs]	 [mɪst]	
	
As	is	well-known,	however,	some	forms	show	an	extra	vowel:	
• the	precise	nature	of	the	vowel	varies	from	accent	to	accent:	
	

I	heat	 I	heated	 I	heed	 I	heeded	
[hiːt]	 [hiːtɪd]	 [hiːd]	 [hiːdɪd]	
	
	

On	this	basis,	the	UR	of	the	past-tense	morpheme	is	typically	assumed	to	end	in	/d/.	

Regular	preterite	formation	can	be	understood	as	the	interaction	of	two	rules	
	

–sonorant	
–continuant	
+consonantal	 ®		[αvoice]		/		[αvoice]	__	#	
+anterior	
+coronal	
+voice	
	
	 –sonorant	 –sonorant	
Ø	®	ɪ		/ 	 –continuant	 ___	 –continuant	 				#	
	 +consonantal	 +consonantal	
	 αanterior	 αanterior	
	 βcoronal	 βcoronal	
	
	

	 	 heaved	 heaped	 heated	
	 UR	 /hiːv+d/	 /hiːp+d/	 /hiːt+d/	
	 Epenthesis	 					—	 				—	 		hitɪd	
	 Assimilation	 					—	 		hipt	 				—	 	
	 SR	 [hiːvd]	 [hiːpt]	 [hiːtɪd]	 	
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[s] can appear exclusively after another voiceless consonant, whereas the voiced
one can appear only after a voiced segment, be it a consonant or a vowel. Thus
the spirant of the plural marker has the same voicing as the final segment of the
stem. In this sense one can make the tentative observation that the two shapes
are merely a manifestation of the requirement of voice agreement between con-
secutive obstruents that English seems to possess.

The variant with the vowel (i.e. [Iz]) appears only when the stem ends in a hissing
fricative or affricate; the consonants which make up this group constitute the class
of hissing obstruents. The consonant of the plural ending is also a hissing obstru-
ent, hence the vocalic variant occurs between two hissing obstruents. In all other
contexts the non-vocalic variant is present. We can generalise these observations as
follows: the plural marker in English contains two skeletal positions, of which the
first is vocalic and the second is the voiced coronal spirant. The vocalic element is
pronounced [I] only when attached to a stem ending in a hissing coronal obstruent;
if added to a different segment, it is only the coronal obstruent of the ending that is
pronounced and, furthermore, it is realised as voiceless after a voiceless obstruent.
A representation for the words dogs, cats and leashes is suggested in [19]; note
that the melody of the ending should be specified in terms of properties such as
[voicing], [hissing], [coronality] but the simplified representation is adequate for
our immediate concerns.

[19]
a. b.

voiceless

d ɒ # z

x x x x x

k æ t z

x x x x x

c.

l i ʃ I z

x xx x x x

In [19a] and [19b] the skeletal position preceding the final consonant has no
melody attached to it – it is an empty position; the melody [I] is attached only
when the flanking consonants both belong to the same class of hissing obstruents,
as in [19c]. Additionally, in [19b] the final consonant of the ending is specified as
voiceless in agreement with the voicelessness of the stem-final plosive; a [z] which
is specified as voiceless is, of course, nothing else than, phonetically speaking, [s].
We will say that voicelessness is shared by the two final consonants.

Since the final consonant of the ending varies between voiced [z] and voiceless
[s] we might legitimately ask why it is the voiced consonant which appears in the
representations in [19]. Our list-like interpretation in [16] – [18] makes it clear that
after a voiced segment, be it vowel or consonant, the hissing obstruent of the ending

A	less	derivational,	representational	solution	along	fundamentally	the	same	lines	is	
given	in	Gussmann	(2002),	which	assumes	that	the	past	tense	morpheme	is:	
	

	
	
	

And	implies	a	derivation	along	these	lines:	
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ending in a hissing sibilant takes the vocalic variant in the third person singular
present tense but the non-vocalic one in the past: miss [mIs] – misses ["mIsIz] –
missed [mIst]. Likewise a verb ending in a coronal plosive takes the non-vocalic
present tense but the vocalic past tense variant: fade [feId] – fades [feIdz] –
faded ["feIdId]. A closer look at the data reveals a certain similarity between
the two groups: the variant containing a vowel appears when the consonant of
the ending is similar to the final consonant of the base to which the ending is
attached. Thus the hissing coronal spirant of the -(e)s ending is separated by
a vowel from a hissing coronal obstruent terminating a base, and likewise the
coronal plosive of the -(e)d ending is separated from a coronal plosive in the base –
in some sense, then, English disallows sequences of too similar consonants and
requires that the slot separating such consonants should be filled by a vocalic
melody.

Viewed in this way, the three variants which we find in our endings are all gov-
erned by the same two constraints: (i) very similar consonants may not form a se-
quence but must have a vocalic melody between them and (ii) obstruent sequences
must be uniformly voiced or voiceless. There is no need to list the individual vari-
ants or specify contexts for the distribution. Note specifically that the different
contexts for the vocalic variants of the two endings (misses – faded) follow from
the same, more general constraint disallowing sequences of similar obstruents and
need not be specified separately for each of them. The representation of the endings
is simply as follows:

[28] x xx x

z d

Given these representations, we can provide an account of their variants by
means of the two constraints. The variant phonetic forms constitute an interpre-
tation of the representations in [28]. In other words, the phonetically attested
variants are interpreted representations of linguistic forms.

We have been assuming so far – and this is reflected in the representations in
[28] – that the empty vocalic position is filled under specified conditions, i.e. be-
tween similar obstruents. It is perfectly possible to imagine an alternative analysis,
namely one where the vocalic melody is present in the representation and gets de-
associated from the skeletal position when not surrounded by similar obstruents;
with the association severed, the melody cannot be pronounced. Our main concern
in this chapter is the separation of the melody from the skeleton; we also entertain
the possibility that there may exist skeletal positions without any melody attached
to them. From this point of view we do not have to make up our minds which of
the two potential interpretations is to be selected – this is something that would

p						e							ɪ															d	

h							iː										t							ɪ							d	

p							ɪ							k															t	

However,	several	verbs	form	their	preterite	in	an	‘irregular’	way:	
	

I	drive	 I	drove		 	 aɪ	 oː	
I	write		 I	wrote	
	

I	shoot	 I	shot	 	 	 uː	 ɒ	
I	choose	 I	chose		 	 uː	 oː	
	

I	know	 I	knew		 	 oː	 ɪʊ	 	
I	grow	 I	grew		
	
	
Such	forms	have	been	derived	by	rules,	but	are	typically	now	seen	to	involve	more	
than	one	UR	for	the	morpheme	(‘suppletion’)	
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‘use	letters	to	
record	language’	

	

VERB	
	

/raɪt/	
/roːt/past	

	

	
	

	

‘small	rodent’	
	

NOUN	
	

	/maʊs/singular	
		/maɪS/plural	

	

	
	

	

‘feline’	
		

NOUN	
	

	/kat/	
	

	
	

	

‘female	bovine’	
		

NOUN	
	

	/kaʊ/	
	

	
	
	

	

‘plural’	
		

AFFIX	
	

	/z/	
	

	
	
see	
Lexical	entry:		
	

	

‘perceive	with	
eyes’	

		

VERB	
	

		/si/	
		/sɔ/past	

	

	



	‘Elsewhere’	ordering	and	blocking	will	account	for	all	this:	
	
	 heaved	 heaped	 heated	 wrote	
	 /hiːv+PAST/	 /hiːp+PAST/	 /hiːt+PAST/	 /raɪt+PAST/	
	

specific	PAST	 							—	 						—	 						—	 /roːt/	
	

regular	PAST	 /hiːv+d/	 /hiːp+d/	 /hiːt+d/	 			—	
	
UR	 /hiːv+d/	 /hiːp+d/	 /hiːt+d/	 /roːt/	
	

Epenthesis	 					—	 				—	 		hitɪd	 												—	
	

Assimilation	 					—	 		hipt	 				—	 												—	
	

SR	 [hiːvd]	 [hiːpt]	 [hiːtɪd]	 									[roːt]	
	 	 	 	

	
	

If	we	go	back	to	Old	English,	the	situation	is	different.	
• there	were	several	‘classes’	of	strong	verbs,	which	followed	the	same	ablaut	patterns	
	
‘Class	I’	
	
I	drive	 I	drove		 ModE	
ic	drīfe	 ic	drāf		 OE	
	

I	write		 I	wrote	 ModE	
ic	wrīte	 ic	wrāt		 OE	
	
	
I	bide	 I	bided		 ModE	
ic	bīde	 ic	bād	 	 OE	
	

I	sneak	 I	sneaked	 ModE	
ic	snīce	 ic	snāc		 OE	
	
	



‘Class	II’	
	
I	shoot	 I	shot	 	 ModE	
ic	scēote	 ic	scēat	 OE	
	

I	choose	 I	chose		 ModE	
ic	cēose	 ic	cēas		 OE	
	
	
I	shove	 I	shoved	 ModE	
ic	scūfe	 ic	scēaf	 OE	
	

I	float	 I	floated	 ModE	
ic	flēote	 ic	flēat		 OE	
	
	

‘class	VII’	
	
I	know	 I	knew		 ModE	
ic	cnāwe	 ic	cnēow	 OE	
	

I	grow	 I	grew	 	 ModE	
ic	grōwe	 ic	grēow	 OE	
	
	
I	sow	 I	sowed	 ModE	
ic	sāwe	 ic	sēow	 OE	 	
	

I	flow	 I	flowed	 ModE	
ic	flōwe	 ic	flēow	 OE	
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In the left-hand column are strong verbs that remained strong; in the right-hand
column are strong verbs that lost the vocalic alternation. I used all the verbs that Sweet
listed under each class, except, of course, the verbs that do not survive in Modern
English. The results overwhelmingly bear out the hypothesis; in fact, the frequency
differences are so great that I am certain an expanded corpus would produce the same
results.

Let me comment briefly on a few details: (1) In Class I, shine is not classified,
because as an intransitive verb it has, presumably, the past tense and past participle
shone; but as a transitive verb, it is weak and has the past tense and past participle
form shined. (2) In Class VII, weep and leap are considered to be leveled, despite the
lax vowels occurring in wept and leapt, because this lax vowel is a result of an early
Middle English vowel shortening (Moore 1968, 67) and is not the same as the ablaut
found in the Old English strong verbs.

A problem with the results displayed in table 2.3 is that the frequency count used
was based on Modern English, but the analogical leveling took place sometime dur-
ing the last ten centuries. However, since the results show such a striking difference

TABLE 2.3. Frequency of Leveled versus Unleveled Old English
Strong Verbs

Strong Verbs
Strong Verbs That Have Become Weak

Class I
*drive 208 *bide 1
*rise 280 *reap 5
*ride 150 *slit 8
*write 599 *sneak 11
*bite 128 Partially leveled

   *shine 35

Average frequency 273.00 Average frequency 6.25

Class II
*choose 177 *rue 6
*fly 119 *seethe 0
*shoot 187 *smoke 59
*lose 274 *float 23
*flee 40 *shove 16

Average frequency 159.40 Average frequency 32.50

Class VII
*fall 338 *wax 19
*hold 498 *weep 31
*know 1227 *beat 96
*grow 257 *hew 1
*blow 81 *leap 42

*mow 1
Average frequency 473.80 sow 3

*flow 95
*row 53

Average frequency 37.89

Hooper/Bybee	(1976,	2001)	has	often	explained	that	the	regularisation	of	strong	
preterite	forms	affects	infrequent	verbs	before	frequent	verbs	–	the	numbers	are	
frequency	counts	
	
	

Hooper	(1976)	continues...	
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English. The results overwhelmingly bear out the hypothesis; in fact, the frequency
differences are so great that I am certain an expanded corpus would produce the same
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was based on Modern English, but the analogical leveling took place sometime dur-
ing the last ten centuries. However, since the results show such a striking difference

TABLE 2.3. Frequency of Leveled versus Unleveled Old English
Strong Verbs

Strong Verbs
Strong Verbs That Have Become Weak

Class I
*drive 208 *bide 1
*rise 280 *reap 5
*ride 150 *slit 8
*write 599 *sneak 11
*bite 128 Partially leveled

   *shine 35

Average frequency 273.00 Average frequency 6.25

Class II
*choose 177 *rue 6
*fly 119 *seethe 0
*shoot 187 *smoke 59
*lose 274 *float 23
*flee 40 *shove 16

Average frequency 159.40 Average frequency 32.50

Class VII
*fall 338 *wax 19
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in frequency between leveled and nonleveled forms, I do not think a more accurate
frequency count would alter the general picture. A way to avoid this problem would
be to study modern leveling. One case I have investigated involves the six verbs creep,
keep, leap, leave, sleep, and weep, all of which have a past form with a lax vowel
(due to the Middle English laxing mentioned earlier). Of these verbs, three, creep,
leap, and weep, all may have, at least marginally, a past forms with a tense vowel,
creeped, leaped, and weeped. The other three verbs are in no way threatened by lev-
eling; past forms *keeped, *leaved, *sleeped are clearly out of the question. Now
consider the frequency differences among these verbs, in table 2.4. Again the hy-
pothesis that less frequent forms are leveled first is supported.

3. Implications for the source of change

Of course I have not examined enough data to produce strong statistical support for
the two tendencies upon which I will base my theoretical speculations, but this small
body of data satisfies me that the intuitions of linguists over the years have been
essentially correct: phonetic change tends to affect frequent words first, while ana-
logical leveling tends to affect infrequent words first. The implication of this differ-
ence is that phonetic change and analogical change must be treated differently in both
diachronic theory and synchronic theory.

With regard to theories of diachronic change, I would like to explore the im-
plications of the reverse tendencies for theories concerning the source of linguistic
change. I will argue that since the two types of change diffuse through the lexicon
in opposite manners, we must posit two different sources for these two types of
change.

One hypothesis about the source of linguistic change, which I will call the im-
perfect learning hypothesis, holds that a language is changed in the process of being
transmitted from one generation to the next. This view has been proposed by Halle
(1964), Kiparsky (1968), King (1969), Stampe (1969, 1973), and others. One point
of view, stated in Kiparsky (1970), is that analogical change comes about as the
result of overgeneralization on the part of children acquiring their language. This
claim is quite plausible: the similarities between children’s overgeneralization and
analogical levelings are quite striking and familiar. The tendency I have discussed
here concerning the lexical diffusion of analogical change fits in quite well with
the imperfect learning hypothesis. If children are going to get away with any
overgeneralization, it is more likely to be in infrequent forms, where it will not be
noticed so much. If they are going to learn any suppletive paradigms, these will

TABLE 2.4. Modern English Leveling

Not Subject to Leveling Subject to Leveling

*keep 531 *creep 37
*leave 792 *leap 42
*sleep 132 *weep 31



This	table	is	adapted	from	Coetzee	(2007),	including	some	of	the	figures	Bybee	is	
referring	to:	
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In!fact,!linguists!like!Bybee!argue!that!we!need!to!recognise!two!types!of!frequency!effect:!
!

frequency!effects!

!

!

!

!

‘high!frequency’!effects!

• a!promoting!effect!of!frequency!!
• the!most!frequent!words!engage!
in!some!phonological!behaviour!

!

‘low!frequency’!effects!

• !a!conserving!effect!of!frequency!!
• the!least!frequent!words!engage!
in!some!phonological!behaviour!

The!cases!of!Coronal!Stop!Deletion!shown!above!are!cases!of!‘high!frequency’!effects!

!

Low!frequency!effects!are!apparent!in!other!types!of!changes:!

• eg,!the!regularisation!of!strong!past!tense!forms!affects!infrequent!verbs!before!frequent!
verbs,!as!Hooper!(1976),!Bybee!(2001)!has!often!explained!(this!table!is!adapted!from!

Coetzee,!2007)!

!

Less$likely$to$regularize! More%likely%to%regularize!

Present! Raw$frequency! Present! Raw$frequency!

keep! 348! creep! 19!
leave! 345! leap! 20!
sleep! 106! weep! 22!
drive! 174! dive! 32!

!

This!connects!with!other!changes!that!we!have!considered!!

• Diatonic!Stress!Shift,!considered!last!week,!is!well!know!to!have!been!lexically!gradual!

o it!is!not!exceptionless!

• but,!more!than!this:!the!“words!which!have!undergone!the!Diatonic!Stress!Shift!have!lower!

frequency!than!those!which!have!not”!(Sonderegger!2010)!

o DSS!also!shows!a!low!frequency!effect!

!

Work!which!focuses!on!frequency!effects!places!great!store!on!the!argument!that!lexical!

diffusion!is!not(sporadic!in!terms!of!which!words!it!affects,!but!is!predictable!from!the!
frequency!with!which!speakers!use!the!words!affected!

• or,!rather,!from!speakers’!knowledge!of!the!frequency!of!occurrence!of!words!in!

utterances!

o there!have!been!several!efforts!to!identify,!on!a!non>arbitrary!basis,!which!types!of!

changes!will!have!‘high!frequency!effects’!and!which!will!have!‘low!frequency!effects’!

Diatonic	Stress	Shift	
Chen	&	Wang	(1975)	and	Phillips	(2006)	consider	a	phonological	change	that	they	
describe	as	the	emergence	of	‘diatonic	pairs’	in	English	
	

• this	is	also	known	as	Diatonic	Stress	Shift		
	

• ‘diatones’	are	noun-verb	pairs	which	contrast	in	their	stress	pattern,	such	as:		
cónvictN		 ~	 convíctV	
récordN		 ~	 recórdV	
éxportN		 ~	 expórtV	

	

• ‘monotones’	are	noun-verb	pairs	which	don’t	vary	in	their	stress	pattern,	such	as:		
contrólN		 ~			 contrólV	

	
	

The	number	of	diatonic	pairs	has	gradually	increased	over	several	centuries		
	

• the	change	involves	in	the	creation	of	diatones	from	monotones	(Diatonic	Stress	Shift)	
	

o in	monotonic	pairs,	both	have	σσÇ 	
	

o in	DSS,	σσÇ V	stays	as	σσÇ V	,	but	σσÇ N	>	σÇ σN	 	 		
	

o previously	both	forms	of	the	following	had	final	stress:	prefix,	discount,	export,	contract	
	

o they	are	now	diatonic,	but	many	similar	forms	are	not:	assault,	dislike,	exchange,	control	
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FIGURE 2. Increase in number of diatonic N-V homographs as a function of time (based on 
Sherman 1973). Only disyllabic pairs are counted. 

HOMOGRAPHIC 
N-V PAIRS TOTAL ISOTONIC DIATONIC % OF DIATONES 

DISYLLABIC 1,315 1,165 150 11 
POLYSYLLABIC 442 372 70 16 
TOTAL 1,757 1,537 220 13 

TABLE 3. English diatones (based on Sherman 1973). 

applied those resources toward the solution of a central issue in the theory of 
sound change. A similar approach has been used in reconstructing chronological 
profiles of sound changes based on a succession of pronouncing dictionaries and 
rime charts dating back to MC times (early 7th century): cf. Chen-Hsieh 1971. 

A related study, Janson 1973, deals with the loss of final -d in many words in 
Stockholm Swedish. In words like ved 'wood', hund 'dog', blad 'leaf', and rod 
'red', Stockholmers usually delete the -d in ordinary speech. This fact has been 
thoroughly checked out by Janson, both by sampling opinions from sophisticated 
informants and by monitoring taped speech. The point of special interest here is 
that the class of words that can undergo optional -d deletion is now much smaller 
than it was, say, a half-century ago, as determined from earlier descriptions. It is 
believed that the final -d was disappearing, in some Swedish dialects, as early as the 
14th century. In Stockholm speech, the deletion used to be possible for many more 
words, across several more grammatical categories. However, since it has been 
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Based	on	Sherman	(1973),	Chen	&	Wang	(1975)	plot	the	course	of	Diatonic	Stress	Shift	
in	the	history	of	English	
• in	1570,	there	were	only	three	diatonic	pairs	–	all	other	N~V	pairs	were	monotones	
o récordN		 ~			recórdV	
o rébelN		 ~			rebélV	
	
	

The	assumption	is	that	DSS	is	a	change	affecting	English	over	a	long	period,	but	not	
all	eligible	words	are	affected	by	a	change	at	the	same	rate	
	

• the	spreading	through	the	lexicon	takes	time	
	

o and,	crucially	for	our	purposes,	the	“words	which	have	undergone	the	Diatonic	
Stress	Shift	have	lower	frequency	than	those	which	have	not”	(Sonderegger	2010)	

	



The	observant	among	you	will	have	noticed	that...	
• 	there	are	different	kinds	of	frequency	effects	
	

Two	types	of	frequency	effect	are	often	recognised	(Bybee	2001,	Phillips	2006)	
	

		frequency	effects	
	
	
	
	

	‘high	frequency	effects’	
• the	most	frequent	words	engage	

		most	in	some	phonological	behaviour	
• a	promoting	effect	of	frequency	

	

‘low	frequency	effects’	
• 	the	least	frequent	words	engage	

		most	in	some	phonological	behaviour	
• a	conserving	effect	of	frequency	

On	the	basis	of	the	phenomena	that	we	have	seen,	we	can	also	differentiate	between:	
• whole	word	effects	=	‘tiny-word-based	effects’			
• segmental-category	type	effects	
	

Kiparsky	(2016)	distinguishes	between	“an	imperceptible	phonetic	effect	of	a	few	
milliseconds,	or	neutralization	to	a	categorically	distinct	pronunciation”	

Why	should	we	care	about	all	that?	
	

Someone	does...	
	

	



Is	it	just	me?	
	
Bybee	(2007,	5)	
	

	
	
	
Gahl	(2008,	491)	
	

	
	
	

1. Background

A newcomer to the field of linguistics might be surprised to learn that for most of the
twentieth century facts about the frequency of use of particular words, phrases, or
constructions were considered irrelevant to the study of linguistic structure. To the
uninitiated, it does not seem unreasonable at all to suppose that high-frequency words
and expressions might have one set of properties and low-frequency words and ex-
pressions another. So how is it that so many professional linguists for so many decades,
maybe even centuries, have missed (or perhaps avoided) this basic point?

One factor is that frequency effects tend to be observable at the level of the in-
dividual word or expression, while linguists have tended to focus their interest on
the broader patterns of structure and the more abstract and generalized categories.
While language is full of both broad generalizations and item-specific properties,
linguists have been dazzled by the quest for general patterns. Of course, the abstract
structures and categories of language are fascinating. But I would submit that what
is even more fascinating is the way that these general structures arise from and inter-
act with the more specific items of language use, producing a highly conventional
set of general and specific structures that allow the expression of both conventional
and novel ideas.

In terms of the history of the field, one can see not just the glamour but also the
utility of generalization as the basis of the Neogrammarian doctrine. Many sound
changes turn out to be completely regular in the sense that they affect all the words
of a language with the relevant phonetic environment. This fact is interesting in its
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frequency effects. Frequent items give rise to a greater number of exemplars, or else
to exemplars that have been activated more frequently.

The shortening of frequent forms can be conceptualized as follows in an exemplar-
based model. Compared to low-frequency words, high-frequency words are more likely
to shorten due to a range of factors: high-frequency words are accessed faster, tend to
be more predictable in discourse, elicit weaker articulatory effort, may benefit from
articulatory routinization, and so on. All of these factors conspire to change the distribu-
tion of exemplars representing high-frequency lemmas so as to include a relatively
greater number of short tokens—and thus shorten the average duration. This change
in the distribution leads to a gradual change in articulatory target, a process that contrib-
utes to further shortening: subsequent productions are increasingly likely to be short.

8.5. DIFFERENCES IN HOMOPHONE DURATION AND THE PLACE OF FREQUENCY IN THE

LEXICON. The finding that shortening takes into account information about the identity
of a lemma calls into question the suggestion (made, for example, in Newmeyer 2006)
that the shortening of frequent forms is analogous to practice effects in motor skills or
neuromotor fluency. As mentioned in the introduction, Bybee (2001) similarly cites
‘neuromotor fluency’ as the mechanism for reductive change. The present findings
suggest that form frequency, or the frequency of particular combinations of segments,
is insufficient for predicting which forms shorten. Instead, lemma frequency, that is,
frequency indexed by information about a word’s meaning and syntactic properties, is
a determinant of word duration. This means that the shortening of frequent forms is
not purely the result of increased motor fluency.

The notion that frequent forms shorten as a result of increased motor fluency has
been shared across a wide spectrum of opinions. As unfortunate as it may seem that
this widely shared notion turns out to be untenable, the hope is that recognizing the
limited role of articulatory fluency in shortening of frequent forms will aid an increased
understanding of the relationship between language usage and linguistic representation.

Despite the emphasis in some usage-based accounts (such as Bybee 2001) on articula-
tory routinization, it is clear that that work is in fact consistent with the findings pre-
sented here: for example, a number of such accounts (Bybee 2002a,b) clearly entail
that reduction processes are word-specific and context-specific. More fundamentally,
the usage-based work of Bybee and others shares with the current work the view that
frequency shapes linguistic knowledge profoundly and affects all aspects of language
production and comprehension.

9. CONCLUSION. One motivation for Levelt and colleagues’ (1999) decision to pro-
pose the phonological form as the sole locus of frequency information in the lexicon
was parsimony. On the face of it, a model that includes only one locus of frequency
information appears simpler than one that includes multiple loci for such information.
However, I agree with the observation that ‘parsimony cannot be assumed to be a
property of the language system; it is only something to which accounts of its underlying
principles aspire’ (O’Seaghdha 1999:51). The underlying principle of recognizing that
frequency may shape every aspect of language and speech is simple.
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